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Chapter 1656

Kobayashi’s Weisan is the flagship product of Kobayashi Pharmaceutical, and most of
its revenue and profits are supported by this medicine.

If it is really beaten by JX Weisan, then Kobayashi Pharmaceutical’s vitality will definitely
be greatly injured.

So someone asked Masayoshi Kobayashi: “President, we can’t just wait and die like
this! Do you have any good solutions?”

Kobayashi Masayoshi said: “There is also a way to deal with it, that is, we must
increase investment in drug research and development, and we must quickly upgrade
our current products. If our Kobayashi Weisan can surpass JX in terms of efficacy.
Stomach market must still be ours!”

The person in charge of R&D opened the mouth and said: “My lord, if you want to
increase investment in R&D, you need a huge budget. The company was sacked of a
lot of money some time ago. Can it still afford it now?”

Masayoshi Kobayashi said smoothly: “This is what I’m about to tell you. Our current
cash flow is not very good. The investment in the production base in Osaka costs a lot,
coupled with the previous accidental losses, which leads us to get it now. The funds
invested in research and development are already less than 50 million USD, so my idea
is to raise a fund as soon as possible, with at least one billion USD to upgrade our drug
R&D laboratory!”

When everyone heard that they were going to raise funds, they all sat up straight. Some
people asked, “My lord, do you have a suitable financing partner?”



Masayoshi Kobayashi nodded and said, “Before, Chairman Jiro had been negotiating
with Mr. Yuhiko Ito, the patriarch of the Ito family, about financing. Surely everyone
knows about this?”

Everyone nodded.

Jiro has always wanted to take Ito’s investment, and even wanted to become Ito’s
son-in-law, otherwise he would not spend money to name Nanako in the Sanda
competition, which has long been known by Kobayashi Pharmaceutical.

Even, everyone is ready for the marriage between Kobayashi Pharmaceutical and the
Ito family. Unfortunately, Jiro disappeared before the marriage was officially advanced.

Everyone thought that the cooperation with the Ito family would be terminated, but they
did not expect that Masayoshi Kobayashi would now start cooperation with the Ito
family.

As a result, everyone immediately became interested and asked excitedly: “Sir, don’t
know what kind of valuation the Ito family can give us?”

Masayoshi Kobayashi cleared his throat and said, “Mr. Yuhiko Ito of the Ito family is
willing to invest US$4.5 billion in Kobayashi Pharmaceutical at a valuation of US$15
billion, which will account for 30% of Kobayashi’s total shares after the investment!”

“Valued at 15 billion USD?!”

Everyone couldn’t help but talk.

In the beginning, Jiro and Ito Yuhiko talked about it, but it was not the price.

At that time, Jiro greeted everyone, and his valuation figure was at least US$20 billion.

Why is it suddenly lowered so much now!

Someone questioned: “Mr. President, the Ito family’s previous offer was not so low, why
did it shrink so much?”



Someone said, “Yeah! At least 22 billion USD is appropriate? A valuation of 15 billion
USD is nothing short of robbery…”

Kobayashi Masayoshi’s expression was a bit ugly, and he said: “You have to figure out
that we are facing internal and external troubles. It is not just that the president has
disappeared for no reason. Another Weisan has appeared in China. If we don’t hurry up
and raise funds at this time, If we wait for JX Weisan to catch us by surprise, then our
performance will drop significantly, let alone a valuation of 15 billion USD, even if it is 10
billion USD, it is impossible to get it!”
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In fact, what Kobayashi said is true.

There is a certain information gap between Yuhiko Ito and him.

At this time, Ito Yuihiko thought that Kobayashi’s stomach med was invincible. At this
time, grabbing Kobayashi Pharmaceutical was equivalent to grabbing a profitable train.

However, Masayoshi Kobayashi and other members of the Kobayashi family now know
about the existence of JX Pharmaceutical.

Knowing that at this moment, in China and in Aurous Hill, there is a Weisan that is
popular in China. The efficacy of this Weisan is much stronger than that of Kobayashi
Weisan.

Therefore, when Kobayashi Masayoshi expressed his concerns, others changed their
minds almost immediately.

Just now they thought that Kobayashi Pharmaceuticals must have a valuation of at least
20 billion, and 15 billion USD is absolutely impossible to accept.

But now they suddenly realized that there are still people willing to offer a valuation of
15 billion USD, which is already very rare.

If JX Weisan successfully crosses Japan eastward, the valuation of Kobayashi
Pharmaceutical will be greatly reduced.



As a result, everyone together almost immediately supported Kobayashi Masayoshi’s
decision one-sidedly.

Kobayashi was very excited.

As long as the agreement is signed with the Ito family, Kobayashi Pharmaceutical will
immediately receive a capital injection of 4.5 billion USD, and he will also receive 500
million USD in remuneration.

In this way, he suddenly became a super-rich man!

As for Kobayashi Pharmaceutical, even if it will go bankrupt in the future, it has nothing
to do with him. US$500 million is almost equivalent to more than 50 billion yen, which is
enough for him to live a life in style.

So, he immediately notified Ito Yuihiko to go to Kobayashi Pharmaceutical, strike the
iron while it was hot, and sign the contract on the spot.

After hearing this news, Ito Yuhiko was very excited.

He felt that he had bought Kobayashi Pharmaceutical at a low price and could earn at
least three or four times more in the future, so he almost immediately took his assistants
and lawyers and went straight to Kobayashi Pharmaceutical without stopping.

Because the two companies are both located near Ginza, Tokyo, and both are located
in Tokyo’s most prosperous commercial area, the distance is not too far, only ten
minutes away by car.

Kobayashi Masayoshi was overjoyed and said to everyone in the family: “Mr. Yuhiko Ito
will come over and sign a contract with us. After the contract is signed, 4.5 billion USD
will be paid to our account. In this way, we will have enough money, to deal with the next
impact of JX Pharmaceutical on us!”

Everyone immediately beamed with joy.

The US $4.5 billion is indeed an astronomical figure. With so much money, even if
Kobayashi Pharmaceuticals loses the US $100 million each year, it is enough to last for
45 years.



In this case, these senior executives can stay in Kobayashi Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.,
even if Kobayashi Pharmaceutical suffers a huge impact, the money on the books will
enable them to live well with food for many years.

……

At this moment, Takehiko Ito walked out of the luxurious office building of the Ito family
with high spirits and got into his Lexus car.

Following him were his two bodyguards and an assistant, and this assistant was Koichi
Tanaka who had followed Nanako before.

Koichi Tanaka was originally Ito Yuhiko’s confidant. Some time ago, the reason why he
let him go to China to participate in the competition with Nanako was because he was
not at ease, so he let the person he trusted the most to accompany her all the way.
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Now, Nanako is recuperating in Kyoto, and Hiroshi Tanaka went to China to seek
medicine for her a few days ago, but there was no progress, so he returned to Tokyo to
return to life with Takehiko Ito, and then stayed in Tokyo.

In addition to the Lexus extension sedan Ito took, there were ten bodyguards, divided
into two Lexus off-road vehicles, one after the other protecting Ito Yuhiko’s car. The
three vehicles formed a convoy and drove to Kobayashi Pharmaceutical.

In the car, Ito Yuhiko looked very excited. He analyzed the financial reports and market
sales of Kobayashi Pharmaceuticals in the past two years and felt that the future of
Kobayashi Pharmaceuticals is very broad. It is definitely the best time to invest in
shares now.

Therefore, in his view, the US$4.5 billion investment in Kobayashi Pharmaceutical is like
planting a large piece of gold in a magical land, and the future harvest will be at least 15
billion USD!

15 billion USD, converted to Japanese yen, more than 150 billion, converted to RMB,
more than 100 billion!



No one can hold back the excitement of such a large amount of wealth.

While he was excited, Ito could not help but sigh, and said with emotion: “don’t know
what happened to Jiro. What a great living person, how can I say that he disappeared?”

Koichi Tanaka also couldn’t figure it out, and said: “Before the young lady participated in
the finals, Jiro also came to visit him, saying that he must go to see the young lady’s
competition, and look forward to awarding the young lady after the final…”

“But on the day of the final, Jiro did not appear at the competition. Originally, he was still
the guest of the final, but because he was absent for no reason, the organizer
temporarily invited other people to present the award…”

“I have always felt that this matter is a bit inexplicable. It stands to reason that Jiro’s
thoughts about the eldest lady are absolutely impossible for him to miss the final.”

Ito Xiuhiko sighed: “I wanted to get him to be son-in-law, but I didn’t expect him to
disappear…”

After speaking, he said with a bit of melancholy on his face: “Nanako’s physical
condition is not very good now. don’t know when and how long will it be to return to the
original…”

Hiroshi Tanaka hurriedly said: “President, I have asked someone to help contact an
American expert, and see if I can ask him to come over and give the lady a
consultation.”

“Yeah.” Ito nodded earnestly: “Be sure to bring in the best experts in the world, no
matter how much money is spent, you will not hesitate!”

Koichi Tanaka asked again: “President, what about Mr. Yamamoto Kazuki? The doctors
in Tokyo are also helpless about the injury. Would you like to ask an expert from the
United States to come and see?”

Ito Yuihiko waved his hand in disgust: “Forget it, it’s a waste, it’s not worth putting too
much energy into him. If he is really capable, Nanako won’t be hurt so badly!”



Hiroshi Tanaka said in a hurry: “Mr. President, in fact, Mr. Yamamoto can’t be blamed for
this matter. The main reason is that the coach of the opponent’s side was formidable…”

“Formidable?” Ito snorted and said disdainfully: “Tanaka, you may have some
misunderstanding of the word formidable! I tell you that the truly powerful is not karate
at all, but our Japanese ninjutsu and Onmyoji, this is the real great supernatural power,
the karate of Yamamoto Kazuki is nothing more than an ordinary person’s fake style and
fancy!”

Hiroshi Tanaka asked in surprise: “Guild President, do ninjutsu and onmyoji really
exist?”

Ito Takehiko said indifferently: “Tanaka, ninjutsu and onmyoji are the national martial
arts of Japan, especially ninjutsu. Even Westerners are obsessed with it. Why do you
still doubt it?”

Hiroshi Tanaka said embarrassingly: “My President, I’ve been to Iga City, the hometown
of ninjutsu, several times before, and I have seen ninjutsu performances there. I always
feel that ninjutsu is a bit like a combination of acrobatics and magic. significance.”

Yuihiko Ito snorted and said with some sarcasm: “You, it’s the frog at the bottom of the
well, I tell you, true ninjutsu is no different from what is said in the legend, but now there
are few true ninjas. Few, most of them are meticulously enshrined by top families. To
the big families, they are like nuclear weapons. No family will take the initiative to
expose them!”

Having said that, he sneered and said: “Some time ago, the sixth generation of
Yamaguchi group died inexplicably in his own heavily guarded Hokkaido hot spring
palace. Do you know this?”

Koichi Tanaka nodded immediately: “This matter is almost unknown to everyone in
Japan. It has been reported on TV that he died of a cerebral hemorrhage.”

“Cerebral hemorrhage?” Takehiko Ito coldly snorted: “It’s just a slander from the outside
world. In fact, he died at the hands of a ninjutsu master!”
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At this moment, Tanaka felt that his worldview had been subverted.

The six generations of the famous Yamaguchi team died at the hands of a ninjutsu
master, which is too legendary.

However, he did not dare to have any doubts about Ito’s words.

Because he knows Yuhiko Ito’s character very well, this person never says anything that
is unsure.

If he says that, it must be that he has some special way to confirm that the facts are
indeed what he said.

Even Koichi Tanaka suspected that there might be a master of ninjutsu in the Ito family.

However, he didn’t ask much about it.

Because he knows that there are some questions he should not ask, and some things
he should not know.

As the assistant of the Ito family and the confidant of Ito Takehiko, what he has to do is
to serve Ito Takehiko well. Do not say a word about what you should ask and what
should not be asked.

Therefore, he respectfully said to Ito Takehiko: “I’m ignorant and ignorant completely. I
didn’t expect the legendary ninjutsu master to actually exist…”

Ito Yuhiko nodded gently, and sighed: “It’s a pity that Mr. Ninjutsu is good at killing
people invisible, not good at curing diseases and saving people. Otherwise, Nanako
would not have to endure so much pain.”

After that, he sighed and waved his hand again: “Don’t talk about it, I will arrive at
Kobayashi Pharmaceutical later. After signing this contract, it is considered to be a
worry for me. You will follow me tomorrow. For a trip to Kyoto, I want to put aside my
business and return to Kyoto to accompany Nanako for a few days.”

“Sure Lord!”



……

At this time, Charlie was still on his way to Kobayashi Pharmaceutical.

After all, the airport is still a little far away from Kobayashi’s, not as convenient as Ito
Yuhiko.

Therefore, Ito Yuhiko and his party arrived at Kobayashi Pharmaceutical one step
ahead of Charlie.

In the executive meeting room of Kobayashi Pharmaceutical, Masayoshi Kobayashi had
already instructed everyone not to mention anything about JX Weisan, and first get the
money from the Ito family.

If after the investment of the Ito family, it is discovered that JX Weisan suddenly
emerges, then the Kobayashi family will have to unify their slogans. If they ask, they will
say that they don’t know, and the relationship will be cleaned up so that the Ito family
will not be accountable.

After all, it’s just playing the Ito family.

Ito Yuihiko didn’t know this. When he stepped into the meeting room, the entire
management of Kobayashi Pharmaceuticals all stood up and applauded. They all
respected him, making him immediately feel that his face was greatly respected.

Masayoshi Kobayashi even surrendered the chairmanship of the conference room and
said to Takehiko Ito: “Chairman Ito, please sit down!”

Ito nodded in satisfaction, sat down in the chair, and said with a smile: “I have always
wanted to visit you, but there has never been a suitable opportunity. I see you here
today. It is really a talent!”

Everyone was full of joy when they saw that Ito Yuhiko gave everyone such a high
evaluation. At this time, looking at Ito Yuhiko’s expression, it was completely like
watching a boy who lost money.
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At this time, Ito Yuihiko said again: “I have always been very optimistic about Kobayashi
Pharmaceuticals, and I am very willing to support it to go further, so I came here today
just to sign an investment agreement with you. Regarding my investment intentions, you
should not What’s your opinion?”

Kobayashi Masayoshi hurriedly said respectfully: “Chairman Yitong, you can rest
assured that we have reached a consensus before you come, and you are very
welcome to invest in our company.”

Yuhiko Ito nodded to prevent night-long dreams, and he said directly: “Well, I have had
a lot of things recently, and I am going to leave Tokyo tomorrow, so we simply sign the
contract now. If there is no problem, I will immediately notify the finance to arrange
money.”

Kobayashi Masayoshi blurted out: “No problem! Absolutely no problem, we can sign a
contract immediately!”

Ito Yuihiko immediately said to Koichi Tanaka next to him: “Tanaka, take out the contract
and show it to everyone.”

Koichi Tanaka immediately took out a few contracts and distributed them, introducing:
“Everyone, the investment details are already written in the contract. We valued
Kobayashi Pharmaceutical for this investment at US$15 billion, and we are planning to
invest 4500 million USD, holding 30% of the shares. If you don’t have any comments,
we can sign the contract now, and we can arrange the financial payment immediately
after the contract is completed.”

Everyone accepted the contract, and after reading it carefully, they found that there
were no hidden terms and risks, and they all looked at Kobayashi Masayoshi and asked
him to directly sign the contract.

Kobayashi Masayoshi also wanted to settle this matter quickly, so he immediately
signed his name on the contract with a wave of his hand in the name of the acting
chairman.

After the contract was signed, Ito Yuihiko also immediately notified the finance company
and credited $4.5 billion to Kobayashi Pharmaceutical’s account.



What is left is that the board members of Kobayashi Pharmaceutical must submit an
application to the commercial management department of Tokyo to officially change
30% of Kobayashi Pharmaceutical’s shares to the Ito family.

After hearing that the 4.5 billion USD had already arrived, Kobayashi Masayoshi was so
excited that he shook hands with Ito Takehiko and said, “Mr. Ito, you will be a
shareholder of Kobayashi Pharmaceutical from now on!”

Yuihiko Ito laughed and said, “Don’t worry, I won’t interfere with your daily operations.
You only need to do well and strive to become the world’s top pharmaceutical company,
and we will make money together!”

Kobayashi Masayoshi hurriedly said to the surrounding executives: “Come, everyone
applauds, and welcome Mr. Ito to become a shareholder of Kobayashi Pharmaceutical!”

Everyone smiled and applauded.

At this moment, the door of the conference room was suddenly pushed open. Charlie
walked in first with no expression on his face, and said coldly: “What is the noise?”

Everyone immediately looked at Charlie, everyone couldn’t help being dumbfounded,
who is this person? Why have I never seen him before? What are you doing here?

Ito Xiuhiko didn’t expect anyone to come in and spoil the situation at this time, and
snorted coldly: “Who are you? Can you break into this place?”

Charlie looked at him and said indifferently: “Old Master, I am a major shareholder of
Kobayashi Pharmaceutical. Can you say I can breakthrough?”

“Joke!” Kobayashi said coldly: “You are not from Kobayashi Pharmaceutical at all, so
why do you say that you are a major shareholder?”

At this moment, Tanaka turned his head to recognize Charlie, and exclaimed: “Mr.
Charlie, you… why are you here?”

Seeing that he was here, Charlie snorted and said: “Tanaka, you are really a bit
lingering, how can I meet you everywhere?”



Ito Yuhiko hurriedly asked Tanaka Koichi: “Tanaka, do you know him?!”

Hiroshi Tanaka hurriedly walked up to Ito Takehiko and whispered: “President, this is
Charlie who abolished Mr. Yamamoto Kazuki…”


